
 

 

New Jobs 

12-05-00: Gwinnett County, 

Georgia @ ATMS/ITS SR 124 

(from US78 to Dekalb County 

Line) 

 

12-06-00: Virginia                         

Department of                                   

Transportation @                              

Replacement of Overhead 

Sign Structures, Fairfax 

County 

 

12-07-00: E.R. Snell                           

Contractor, Inc. @ Pleasant 

Hill Road (I-85 Interchange) 

Bridge Improvements 

 

12-08-00: P. Flannigan & 

Sons, Inc. @ BWI Taxiway 

Charlie Pavement                            

Rehabilitation 

 

12-09-00: Maryland                         

Department of Information 

Technology @ Cable and 

Wiring Outside Plant Cecil 

County Segment 1,9,16 

 

12-10-00: Blythe                                  

Construction @ Charlotte 

Douglas International Airport 

Entrance Roadway 

 

12-11-00: South Carolina 

Department of                                

Transportation @ Rockhill   

Fiber and Signal Project 

 

12-12-00: American                           

Infrastructure @ Dulles                  

Discovery Phase 3                      

Ductbanks 

 

12-13-00:  City of Hampton, 

VA @ No Plans Signal                     

Upgrade Project 
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Signing Lighting Signals ITS  Construction and Maintenance 

The New Federal Highway Bill:  MAP-21 

After more than one thousand days of extensions since the last federal surface                       
transportation law (SAFETEA-LU) expired, President Obama signed the “Moving Ahead 
for Progress in the 21

st
 Century Act” (MAP-21) into law on July 6, 2012.  MAP-21                       

reauthorizes these programs through September 30, 2014 and makes several meaningful 
policy reforms.  While MAP-21 essentially preserves current investment levels plus                      
inflation for the next two years, federal highway funding took a two billion dollar cut in FY 
2012 from the previous year.  As a result, MAP-2’s highway investment levels are roughly 
the same as the amount the federal government invested back in FY 2008 and transit                     
investment remains at the FY 2010 levels. 

 

Beginning October 1, 2012, MAP-21 collapses the previous twelve-program structure into 
four main programs:  National Highway Performance Program, Surface Transportation 
Program, Highway Safety Improvement Program, and the Congestion Mitigation and Air 
Quality Program.  The bill contains no earmarks, which is a major departure from                     
SAFETEA-LU, and helps take the “bridge to nowhere” argument off the table.  The fact 
that MAP-21 contains no earmarks, some of which previously went uncommitted, and                       
distributes almost all highway funds by formula to the states, indicates that MAP-21 will 
have a positive impact on construction market opportunities. 

 

While the total authorization level has marginally increased, the bill fails to address the 
continuing structural gap between Highway Trust Fund revenues and expenditures.  To 
keep the Highway Trust Fund solvent, the bill makes a one-time transfer of $2.4 billion of 
gasoline and diesel taxes already collected but deposited to a different fund, as well as an 
$18.8 billion transfer from the General Fund to the Highway Trust Fund.  Post 2014,                   
additional bailouts of the Highway Trust Fund will be necessary if current policy regarding 
the federal motor fuel tax remains unchanged. 

 

Significant to public-private partnerships, MAP-21 makes strategic investments to attract 
private sector resources to transportation improvements.  Specifically, it increases funding 
for the Transportation Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act (TIFIA) program from 
$122 million per year to $750 million in FY2013 and $1billion in FY2014.  The measure 
also increases the maximum potential TIFIA share of total project cost from thirty three 
percent to forty nine percent.  The financial leverage reflected in TIFIA’s statutory formula 
demonstrates that $1billion in federal credit assistance would now have the potential to 
support more than $20billion in project activity.  The law also expands the ability of states 
to use tolls on federal-aid highway capacity projects; however, the number of toll-free 
lanes must at least remain the same as before construction.  

 

Although MAP-21makes some needed policy reforms and  
provides some short term transportation funding, it does not 
provide any real new money, and therefore, will not even 
come close to begin addressing America’s staggering                     
infrastructure needs.  It is up to those of us who follow and/or 
depend on adequate transportation funding to continue the 
political and policy battles that will determine our industry’s 
future. 

Michael Filipczak              

President 
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“There is a lot to be said for those that have the tenacity to stick with what they believe in.”   
 
I started off my previous newsletter article titled Discipline and Commitment to Succeed with this ideology.      
I have been employed with Midasco for over five years.  In those five years, I have witnessed the steady 
growth of our backlog but more importantly the professional maturation of our employees.     
 
“…we ask a lot of our employees.  We expect greatness.”  
 
This was also an excerpt from the previous newsletter.  Many of the staff has been promoted within the      
organization over the past five years.  We have had Laborers promoted to Crew Leaders, Operators to        
Foremen, Office Managers to Assistant Project Managers, Assistant Project Managers to Project Managers, 
Project Managers to Regional Managers and a Director of Construction to Vice President.  I commend all of 
you for the hard work and dedication you have upheld for yourselves, as well as the organization.  I am      
extremely proud to work with each of you. 
 
I have also experienced a reformation in the company culture.  Midasco’s mantra continues to stand behind 
the value of teamwork.  We hold each other accountable and at the same time share and support each                   
other, our positions, our projects, and our accomplishments.  We thrive on a job well done.  We promote the 
concept that a collaboration of ideas is far better than one. It is an environment that leaves you with a feeling 
of professionalism, dedication and accomplishment. 
   
As a final thought and reminder to all, the HR department maintains an 
“open door” policy.   
 
I am proud to announce a new member of our team, Ms. Meagan 
McDaniels.  Meagan brings several years of experience in recruitment 
and other HR competencies.  Please feel free to contact us with any 
questions or concerns you may have.  We can be reached by the                
following: 
 
Rick Tormo         Brenda Pittman               
HR Director         HR Generalist        
rtormo@midasco.net       bpittman@midasco.net                                                                                                        
410-579-5732 (O)                   410-579-6733 (O)                                                                                                              
410-365-4605 (Mobile)                       410-579-6794 (Fax)                                                                                        
410-579-6794 (Fax)             

Carden Snider    Meagan McDaniels 
HR Associate    HR Associate 

csnider@midasco.net   mmcdaniels@midasco.net 
410-579-6728 (O)              410-579-6731 (O)  
443-253-1310 (Mobile)  443-506-1284 (Mobile)   
410-579-6795 (Fax)   410-579-6794 (Fax) 

  Human Resources: A Five Year Retrospective 

Rick Tormo                                      

H.R. Director 

Any questions regarding your 401K, or any personal financial matters you may need assistance with, 

please contact Robin Degener with Mariner Wealth Advisors, LLC for American Funds at Direct (301) 

784.2321 or Office (800) 445.7447 or Fax (301) 724.1643. 

For further information regarding any of the information presented here, please feel free to contact Brenda 
Pittman at 410-579-6733 in the office or email at bpittman@midasco.net or Rick Tormo at 410-579-6732 in 
the office, cell phone 410-365-4605 or email rtormo@midasco.net. 

401K 

mailto:rtormo@midasco.net
mailto:bpittman@midasco.net
mailto:csnider@midasco.net
mailto:cgutierrez@midasco.net
mailto:bpittman@midasco.net
mailto:rtormo@midasco.net
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MIDASCO is building for tomorrow – We are looking for energetic, self-motivated and experienced, Traffic 
Signal   Technicians, Foremen, Electricians, Superintendents, Assistant Project Managers and Project 
Managers. Become an asset to our team by calling Carden Snider at 410-579-6728 or emailing her at                               
csnider@midasco.net EOE. 
 
REMINDER TO ALL CURRENT EMPLOYEES:  MIDASCO, LLC also promotes growth from within the                     
organization.  For those who are interested in advancement, please feel free to contact a member of the                        
Human Resources Department for further details. 
 
MIDASCO is constantly seeking those who want to start, continue or advance their career.  Please ask a 
member of the Human Resources department regarding our Continuing Education Reimbursement Program. 

Job Postings 

Ferney Murillo-Rivas—Laborer Dianne Fallon—Office Manager  Michael German—Laborer 

Christopher Jones– Estimator  Meagan McDaniels—HR Associate    Zachary Ziles—Laborer  

Darren Williams—Laborer  David McNeal, Jr.—Operator      Nishan Topjian— Assist. PM 

Aldo Mendez—Safety Advisor Marta Romero–Staff Accountant        Miguel Arita—Laborer 

Adolphus Haney—Foreman  Ryan Miller—Jr. Estimator  Sean Manchas—Laborer 

Devonn Reed—Laborer    Amanda Tapman—Office Manager Kimberly Willis—Payroll Assist. 

Edgar Palma—Laborer  Bradley Cuffel—Assist. PM    James Brown—Safety Director  

James Stoner—Yard Laborer  Andrew Weaver—Mechanic Helper Larry Rivera—Estimator  

Curtis Zopp—Laborer         Paul Hernandez—Laborer  James Williams—Laborer  

Charles Mills—Operator  Thomas Thornton—Laborer  Ronald Zullig—Superintendent 

Adam Woodring—Assist. PM  Raimon Sandidge—Laborer  David Lissauer—Laborer  

Carlos Altamirano—Laborer  Scott Gaudet—Operator  Jose Mendez Cazares—Laborer  

Clifton Henderson—Operator  Mark Carraway—Operator  Saul Portillo—Laborer  

Edson Guel—Laborer                    Jose Lainez Escobar—Laborer       Robert Campbel—Laborer                       

Danny August—Laborer  Miguel Garcia—Laborer  James Kaap, Jr.—Operator                     

Robert Campbell—Laborer  Brian Singleton—Laborer  David Lawton—Superintendent 

John Megill—Laborer   Angel Aristides Aguirre—Laborer Juan Cherrez—Assist. PM 

Miguel Machorro Campos—Operator 

 

 

 

However beautiful the strategy, you should occasionally look at the results. 

Quote by Winston Churchill 

Midasco New Hires 

mailto:csnider@midasco.net


Employee Spotlight: Mike Weaver 
In every issue of the MIDASCO news letter we try to highlight one of our outstanding employees. We ask every office to 

comb through their employees to land on one individual that displays what we stand for as a company.  In this issue, we 

decided on one individual who is hardworking, diligent, and driven to making MIDASCO a better work environment.                   

Today we thank Mr. Michael Weaver for his service in the Elkridge office shop.  Mike has been working here since 

9/11/09.  His father, Anthony Weaver, paved the way for Michael, who is currently                   

creating a path for his younger brother, Andrew Weaver.  

His passion for cars started when he was young and he was fortunate to have his                  

father show him the ropes. He went to high school at S.E. Votech and focused on the 

Auto Program there. Now he works here as a fleet mechanic and offers his time to 

helping some officemates with their own car trouble.  Needless to say, Michael Weaver 

is a team player and hard worker.  While in the shop, Michael’s responsibilities                                    

include preventative maintenance service, ordering parts, GPS instillations, and                     

fabricating.  

When he is not spending his time in the shop, Michael enjoys cruising the bay around                   

Miller’s Island on his 26 foot Sonic boat, as well as the thrill of motor cycling.  

On behalf of MIDASCO, Michael, we thank you for your hard work, your dedication, 

and the countless hours you have put in to improving our fleet.  

 

Brenda Pittman                                                                                                                                                  

H.R. Generalist 
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Message from the Vice President 
Recent growth in Midasco’s operations led us to create two new Regional Manager positions.  Don Brown, 

formerly a project manager, recently returned to Midasco after a short hiatus and has accepted a position as 

the Maryland Regional Manager.  Tulsa Sturges was promoted from Senior Project Manager to Southern 

Regional Manager and is overseeing operations in our Hampton VA, Charlotte NC and Atlanta GA offices. 

 

Our goal in creating the Regional Manager positions is to give our project managers more immediate                     

access to the strategies, knowledge and resources needed to resolve project issues timely.  As such, we 

anticipate that the teams will be more responsive to our customers and more successfully manage project 

budgets.  In addition, the Regional Managers will keep a close eye on the training and development of our 

Assistant Project Managers, who we expect to be our future project managers and the drivers of expanded 

geographic offices. 

 

The Regional Managers will report to Midasco’s Vice President, Joe 

Pagan.  Joe will continue to manage the purchasing, subcontracting, 

and material management processes in addition to overseeing the                            

Regional Managers.  We are excited to welcome Don and Tulsa to 

their new positions and believe that they can facilitate growth and                    

expanded opportunities in their Regions. 

 

 

 

 

Mike Weaver                                         

Mechanic  

Joe Pagan                                        

Vice President 



Fitness Feats 

While the summer continues to heat up, the employees at MIDASCO, LLC are cooling down from their latest 
fitness challenge. Twelve active employees literally ‘out-ran’ the competition by completing the 50,000 Point                        
Challenge. The challenge encouraged employees to introduce cardiovascular activity into their daily routines. 
Many rose to the challenge and remain focused on healthy living.  
 
Just because the challenge is over, does not mean this company is going soft. Recently, Elkridge’s own, Jon 
Kennedy, ran the “Baltimore Ten Miler”, finishing 188 out of 4,680 other runners. He maintained a time of 7:12 
a mile and was 32nd out of 333 in his age group. Jon Kennedy represents many MIDASCO employees and 
their drive toward maintaining a healthy lifestyle.  
 
This coming fall will introduce a new fitness challenge, where many employees will once again be focused on 
their physical strength and wellness. We can all thank HR Director Rick Tormo and company President, Mike 
Filipczak for pushing this company to focus on health and wellness. 
 
While some employees run races, others race cardboard boats to 
raise money for animal shelters. Ernest Williams and brother-in-law 
participated and won first place. 
 
                 
         

                                                                                           
           Guess Who This Is?        
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I-95 Express Lanes Team 

The design phase of the I-95 Express Lanes project continues and Midasco has played an integral role by participating 

in constructability reviews of our scope of work.  Designing a project of this magnitude poses many challenges for the 

team of engineers and construction staff and requires a cohesive effort from all parties, coordinated through regular 

design meetings. 
 

As the design continues, Midasco is ramping up to begin the construction phase of the largest project in company                   

history.  As a subcontractor to Fluor-Lane 95 Express Midasco will be installing the electrical, signing, intelligent                            

transportation systems and tolling infrastructure.  McCallum Testing Laboratories, a subcontractor to Midasco, has 

started soil borings required for foundation designs in one of the four segments of the 30 mile project.  More recently, 

Midasco crews have started test pitting and installing conduit under a limited notice to proceed. 
 

As the design phase shifts to construction, Midasco will see a 

major influx of personnel and subcontractors to meet the                       

aggressive project schedule.  The I-95 Express Lanes team is 

looking forward to the challenge of delivering this Virginia Mega 

Project safely and on time.  
 

Richard Blithe                                                                                                     

Project Manager 

 

Brenda Pittman                                   

H.R. Generalist 

    

 

  TEAM PHOTO From left to right:                                                                   

Assistant Project Manager Josh Platt,  Assistant                          

Superintendent Jim Lawson, Project Manager John Harty, 

Project Manager Richard Blithe and Office                       

Manager Kathy Brainard. 
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In honor of our 30th birthday, let’s take a walk down memory lane and remember Midasco then and now.                                 

THE EARLY DAYS 

Midasco 30 Years and Counting 

Job No. 1502 was the restoration of 

Booth’s Mill bridge over Antietam Creek 

was done in 1995 for Kiewit Construction. 

Midasco was started in 1982 as a                     

reinforcing steel contractor. Midasco’s 

first job was installing the reinforcing 

steel for the National Theater in                    

Washington, D.C. for General                           

Contractor James G. Davis.  

The Ronald Reagan building in                    

Washington, D.C. was Midasco’s 

largest reinforcing project—

40,000 tons. Completed in 1996 

for Tompkins Builders.  

Rebar construction for the 895 Pocahontas 

Parkway in Richmond, VA in 1999. This was                       

Virginia’s first Public Private Partnership 

(PPTA). Fluor Daniel/Morrison Knudsen was 

the prime contractor on this project.  Midasco 

worked for the Recchi America/McLean                   

Contracting Company Joint Venture                             

subcontractor. 

Midasco’s first yard on Stoney Run 

Road in Hanover, MD. Joe Dunn (Midasco founder) 

and Gina McManus 

(Midasco’s first President) at 

an early company picnic. 

THE MIDDLE YEARS—MIDASCO BRANCHES OUT INTO SIGNS, LIGHTING AND ITS 

Job No.: 8810—Preparing to set                        

highmast poles on I-95 in Richmond, VA for 

Archer Western in 1999. The Project                         

Manager for Midasco was none other than Craig 

Hoffman now Midasco’s Senior Estimator. 

Job No.: 8714- Signs installed on                   

I-81 in Christiansburg, VA for 

Branch Highways. 

Job No.: 03-19-00—Inspecting 

highmast light poles for the                       

Maryland Transportation                     

Authority in 2003.  



 

Midasco 30 Years and Counting 

THE MIDDLE YEARS Continued 
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Job. No.: 4902 Midasco installs an                      

automatic rollover warning system in 

Washington, PA for the Pennsylvania 

Department of Transportation in 2000. 

Midasco moved into a new office                         

location in Elkridge, MD in 2001. 

Job No.: 03-03-00—Installing a sign                     

structure on the Woodrow Wilson 

Bridge for Virginia Approach                      

Constructors in 2006. 

MIDASCO EVOLVES INTO THE COMPANY WE ARE TODAY—SUCCESSFULLY TACKLING LARGER AND 

MORE COMPLEX JOBS 

Job No.: 06-16-00—Fluor/Lane a Joint 

Venture @ Hot Lanes Signage:                     

removing an overhead sign structure. 

Another Public Private Partnership 

(PPTA).  

Job No.: 08-03-00—Skanska @               

Norfolk Light Rail, HRT 40: Midasco 

crew changing out a traffic signal.  

Job No.: 07-14-00, ICC Contract C—

Maryland’s first at a speed tolling      

highway connecting I-95 and I-270. Here 

we are setting a highmast light pole for 

the IC3 a Joint Venture partnership of 

Shirley Contracting Company,                                              

Clark Construction, Facchina                        

Construction Company, Atkinson                       

Construction and Trumbull Corporation.   

An artist’s rendering of our latest project the I-95 Express lanes 

for Fluor/Lane a Joint Venture (again a PPTA with Fluor). Midasco 

will be installing the signs, lighting and ITS. This will be our largest 

project to date but we know there are many more of these to 

come in our next 30 years. 

                   THE FUTURE  - NO LIMIT! 

Kathy Conti                      

CFO 



Maryland Office of Traffic Team 

While the rest of Maryland is slowing down during this hot summer, Midasco’s Office of Traffic team is still 

working strong.  Our teams have been working day and night to keep up with the 65+ work                                

orders under six Maryland State Highway Administration area wide contracts, one Baltimore City job and 

miscellaneous contract extensions that focus on LED traffic signal changeouts.  Of the six Maryland State 

Highway Administration contracts, there are four signing contracts and two traffic signal contracts.  

The team recently started two additional jobs; an area wide CCTV and an area wide dynamic message sign                 

project.  Project Manager Tony Gilberto, Assistant Project Managers Kevin Vogt and Pam Waltos,                          

Superintendents James Hartwell and Rick Knowles, Office Managers Mandy Tapman, and Maura                     

McDaniels have been working hard to keep this highly diversified team working as efficiently as possible. 

Tony Gilberto                                                  
Project Manager 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

       

  

 

 

Job No: 11-09-00, Maryland State Highway Administration 

@ Traffic Signals District, 3: crew members slot cutting for 

traffic signal work at various locations in Montgomery 

County.   
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From left to right: Assistant Project Manager Pam Waltos, 

Superintendent James Hartwell, Office Manager Mandi 

Tapman, Project Manager Tony Glberto, Office Manager 

Maura McDaniels, Assistant Project Manager Kevin Vogt 

and Superintendent Rick Knowles. 
Job No: 11-08-00, Maryland State Highway 

Administration @ Traffic Signals, District 4: 

lighting. Raising a new traffic signal pole at 

German Hill Shopping Center. 
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Summer Maintenance Tips 

Here are five steps that can help prolong the life and dependability of your automobile throughout the long 
summer months. 

 

1. Be kind to your engine. 
Car engines can get hot very quickly in the summer. You can save a lot of trouble -- and expense -- by doing 
some routine checks to make sure your engine stays lubricated and cooled. Check the oil level and make 
sure the oil looks clean. If it doesn't, get an oil change. Also look for cracks in the hoses, which pump coolant 
from the radiator to the engine block. 

 

2. Replace your fluids. 
Many drivers don't think about fluids beyond their motor oil. But your car also has coolant for the engine in the 
radiator, and fluids for the transmission and brakes. These fluids are critical for keeping parts lubricated and 
preventing your engine from overheating. Over time, all of them lose their effectiveness and get dirty, with      
little metal parts floating in the liquid. 

 

3. Replace your windshield wipers 
Don't wait until you're caught in a summer downpour to find out your wipers aren't working well. Winter can 
take a toll on wipers, and it's a $25 fix to replace them. Or you can get wiper refills -- which replace only the 
worn rubber -- for about half the cost of new blades. 

 

4. Switch out your tires and check the tread 
If you have winter tires, change them. The compounds used in winter tires are softer, which helps them grip 
better in ice and snow. But they also wear down more quickly in summer heat. You need plenty of tread in the 
summer, when sudden showers can create slippery roads. 

The Rubber Manufacturers Association suggests several ways to check the tread. Tires have built-in "wear 
bars," or narrow strips of rubber across the tires that appear when the tread is worn down to one-sixteenth of 
an inch. If you can see wear bars, your tires need to be replaced. You can also use the old penny trick: Stick 
a penny in the tread. If you can see all of Lincoln's head, it's time to replace the tire. 

Consider a tire rotation in the summer to make sure all your tires are getting equal wear. Tires should be               
rotated every 5,000-10,000 miles. 

 

5. Check your tire pressure 
Overinflated tires have less traction on rainy streets, while underinflated tires can 
bulge out, putting pressure on the sidewalls and making the tires more vulnerable 
to blowouts on hot roads.  

Check your tire pressure before you start driving, and make sure you're meeting 
the manufacturer's recommended level. You can buy a tire gauge for $5 or less, or 
a digital tire-pressure gauge for $25, and keep it in the glove compartment. 

A proactive approach to car care in which you repair or replace before it is “broke” 
will only increase the dependability and life of your vehicle!! 

 

           
                Mark Malamphy                                        
                        Fleet Manager 

 



Zero Incident/Accident Safety Award Winners for the Quarter   

Prize Awarded:  Kobalt 15 Piece Multi Drive Wrench Set  
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Al Minear   Alberto Sandoval  Alden Caton, Jr.   Alex Carcamo-Abrego Amner 

Roque-Guerra  Angel Osorio   Anthony Serrano  Alonzo Alvarenga-Aguirre 

Arrian Mercer  Barry Williams   Bradley Blackie   Bryan Noske                                   

Charles Revering Charles Darden, III  Cesar Perez    Carlos Castilla Salazar   

Charles Johnson Chris Swarmer   Wilman Carballo  Daniel Webber                                 

Daniel Alvarado  Daniel Spears   Darrell Rice   Darris Fields                                  

Doug Hart  Dwain Addison   Edras Saavedra   Eduardo Navarro                                

Ed Heck  Ed White   Edwin Galvez   Elmer Jose Sandoval Marin 

Fred Garrett  Fransico Bernal Frank Capone Erik Anthony   Erick Melendrez-Jacome 

Freddie Killian, Jr. Gary Simmons, II  Georgios Margaritas  Hector Urbina                                     

Henry Gudiel  Ilvin Palma   Jairo Guzman   James Miller, Jr.                         

James Morse, II  Jason Newman   Jason Walters   Jason Herring                              

Jeff Landerman  Jeff Hensley   Jesus Gomez   Javier Lopez-Portillo                     

Jesus Nunez  Joel Jock   John Herring   John Desprospero                          

John Mott     Jon Garvey   Jorge Morales   Jose Contreras                                

Jose Guzman               Jose Pineda   Jose Carcamo-Abrejo  Jose Rivera-Arana                            

Jose M. Gomez  Josepn Myers   Jose Gudiel Ramirez   Jose Pimental Mendez                      

Joseph Frohlich         Joe Rogers   Keith Coxon   Juan Sanchez Saldana                 

Keith Dolan  Kevin Ashbey, Sr.  Kyle Wratten   Larry Bryant                                     

Larry Stokes    Laurence Williams  Lester Jacome   Lionel Finney, Jr.                                     

Luis Velasquez  Luis Lopez Moran  Luke Blazek   Mack Harrell                                     

Marc Siehler   Mark Murray   Mark Cecil   Manuel Recinos Escobar 

Martin Zuno  Marvin Edwards, Jr.  Matthew Santee  Matthew Adams                                 

Michael Pifer  Michael Weaver   Michael Wells   Michael Smith                                 

Napoleon Martinez Nelson Alvarado  Obeniel Roque Guerra  Oscar Castellon                                  

Oscar Hernandez Otto Lopez-Orantes  Pablo Castillo   Patrick Delavan                                 

Philip Mooney  Randy Grove   Raul Orellana   Paul Elliott, Jr.                                 

Reginald Ransom Rick Walton, Jr.   Richard Henderson  Rene Echeverria-Monge 

Robert Beach  Robert Bussey   Robert Chaney   Rodrigo Valenzuela-Huepe 

Romeo Guzman Ron Over, Sr.   Ronnie Upchurch  Ronnie Peralta                               

Ryan James   Santos Espinal   Santos Barahona-Fajardo Sidney Garbutt                                 

Silvestre Gudiel  Stacy White   Stanley Bartholomew  Steven Rowe, II                                

Tillman Turner  Trevor Willie   Troy Gillard, Sr.   Tunde Oyekola                          

Wayne Lichty, Jr.  Wendell Wright, Jr.  Wesley Hanna   Bill Burton, IV                                      

Bill Foraker, Jr.   Billy Preston   Wilmer Alvarenga-Escalante                                                                     

Carlos Manuel Santiago Marrero                                                                                                                                           

Fidencio Hernandez-Velasco                                                                                                                                       

Santos Samir Alemdares                                                                                                                                                                 

Servelio Echeverria-Serrano 



Elkridge and Baltimore, MD Team Focused on Maryland                                   

Transportation Authority Projects 

The start of the 2012 construction season has been fast paced.  

 

We have several jobs winding down, as well as several new jobs that have begun.  The four Maryland Transportation 
Authority projects; Navigation Aids, Fort McHenry Tunnel, I-95/895 High Mast Renovations and Route 50 DMS                           
Replacement are all in close-out status.    

 

Meanwhile, many new projects have emerged, which is always good news! We have received three Maryland State 
Highway projects totaling over six million dollars, which are as follows: Job #11-28, Lighting Interchange Renovations on 
I-95 at MD 100 and MD 175; Job # 11-29, Lighting Interchange Renovations at I-270 at Gude Drive to Route 28; and Job 
#11-32, Lighting Interchange Renovations on MD 695 at Perring Parkway, Providence Road and I-795.  

 

Two additional projects have also been added to our team.  Job #12-03; Reconstruction of the Motter Avenue Bridge 
over Route 15. This is a 2-year project where we are a subcontractor for Kibler Construction.  Located in Frederick,   
Maryland the work consists of temporary signalization and permanent signal upgrades at five intersections. We are also 
installing one large cantilever sign, two ground mounted signs and all of the permanently mounted smaller signs.  This 
work constitutes a complete package (signing, lighting and signalization) to the client, which is one of Midasco’s valued 
selling points.  

 

The second new project, Job #12-08, is the lighting rehabilitation of  Taxi-way “C” (Charlie) at BWI Airport.  Though this 
is a relatively small project in terms of dollars, the project gives Midasco, LLC a great opportunity to expand into airport 
work. The work includes removing and replacing the taxiway lighting, as well as installing new electric manholes and 
conduit.  We are a subcontractor for P. Flanigan & Sons, for whom we have worked well in the past. We look forward to 
future opportunities to work inside of BWI Airport.  

 

Team Topjian now consists of myself, Nishan Topjian, Project Manager, two Assistant Project Managers (Jon Kennedy, 
Jason Koslowski), two Superintendents (Bill Burton and John Mallinson), two General Foreman (Erik Anthony and Joe 
Rogers), and two office managers (Alexis McInerney and Valerie Jackson). 

 

As we push through the construction season, I am continually impressed by the hard work and fortitude of our team 
working out in the field and in the office.  In the midst of challenging times, it is exciting to be a part of a team that is not 
only expanding, but thriving.  I look forward to a challenging and productive year with Midasco. 

 

I am very grateful to be part of such a supportive team, for without their assistance, the projects would be overwhelming. 
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From left to right: General Foremen Erik Anthony, Joe 

Rogers, Superintendent Bill Burton, III.,  Assist. PM 

Jason Koslowski, Project Manager Nishan Topjian,                         

Superintendent John Mallinson, Office                        

Manager Alexis McInerney, Assist. PM Jon Kennedy 

and Office Manager Val Jackson. 

Job No.:  09-13-00, Maryland Transportation Authority 
@ Fort McHenry Tunnel Sign System Upgrade:                                
foreman, Rick Walton along with operators, John 
Mooney and Keith Coxon and laborer Luis Moran                  
removing an old dynamic message sign. 
 

Nishan Topjian                                                 

Project Manager 



 

 

Job No.:  10-11-00, Sharpe Brothers @ US 220,                     
Randolph County, North Carlonia: foreman                 
Silvestre Gudiel, assistant superintendent                   
Jimmy Lawson and superintendent                              
John Mallinson installing high mast light poles.                   

 Job No.:  10-23-00, South Carolina                          
Department of Transportation @ Spartanburg 
and Cherokee Counties Signing: foreman 
Chris Swarmer and crew members installing a 

cantilever sign structure. 
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Jobs in Progress 

Job No.: 11-04-00, Delaware Department of 
Transportation @ Critical Cantilever Sign                     
Structures 2: superintendent John                            
Mallinson, assistant superintendent Jimmy                       
Lawson along with foreman Silvestre Gudiel 
and crew building and installing sign                            
structures.  

Job No.: 11-04-00, Delaware Department of 
Transportation @ Critical Cantilever Sign                
Structures 2: superintendent John Mallinson, 
assistant superintendent Jimmy Lawson 
along with foreman Silvestre Gudiel and crew 
building and installing sign structures.  

Job No.: 11-04-00, Delaware Department of 
Transportation @ Critical Cantilever Sign                     
Structures 2: superintendent                                      
John Mallinson, assistant superintendent 
Jimmy Lawson along with foreman Silvestre 
Gudiel and crew building and installing sign 
structures.  

Job No.: 11-04-00, Delaware Department of 
Transportation @ Critical Cantilever Sign                     
Structures 2: superintendent John                              
Mallinson, assistant superintendent Jimmy 
Lawson along with foreman Silvestre Gudiel 
and crew building and installing sign                      
structures.  
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Jobs in Progress 

Job No.: 07-15-00, Corman/Kiewit Joint Venture @ 
Telegraph Road Interchange:  foremen, Jeff                     
Landerman and Brent Mylott along with laborers 
Erick Melendez, Jose Pineda and Manuel Espina 

trenching and installing conduit. 

Job No.: 10-09-00: Maryland Transportation                      
Authority @ I-95/I-395 and I-895 Interchanges: 
laborers Billy Burton IV and Jason Walters 
pulling wire for high mast poles. 

Job No.:  06-16-00, Fluor/Lane, LLC, a Joint Venture @                

I-495 Hot Lanes: foreman Richard Henderson along 

with crew members installing an over head sign truss. 

Job No.:  06-16-00, Fluor/Lane, LLC, a Joint                  

Venture @ I-495 Hot Lanes: foreman Richard 

Henderson along with crew members installing 

an over head sign truss. 

Job No.:  06-16-00, Fluor/Lane, LLC, a Joint               
Venture @ I-495 Hot Lanes:  foremen Cesar Perez 
aland Lawerence Williams and crews installing                          
conduit on the sign structures. 

Job No.:  06-16-00, Fluor/Lane, LLC, a Joint               
Venture @ I-495 Hot Lanes:  foremen Cesar 
Perez aland Lawerence Williams and crews 
installing conduit on the sign structures. 
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Jobs in Progress 

Job No.: 11-08-00, Maryland State Highway                   
Administration @ Traffic Signals, District 4: foreman 
Mike Smith along with laborer Larry Stokes drilling a 

traffic signal foundation. 

Job No.: 11-08-00, Maryland State Highway                   
Administration @ Traffic Signals, District 4: 
foreman Bill Preston along with laborers Juan 
Sanchez and James Morse pouring concrete for 

a traffic signal foundation. 

Job No.: 11-28-00, Maryland State Highway                       
Administration @ Lighting I-95 at MD 100 and MD 
175: foremen Silvestre Gudiel and Elmer Sandoval 
along with crew members removing a high mast 
light pole. 

Job No.:  12-01-00, @ Fluor-LaneI-95 Express Lanes:  
project manager Richard Blithe and assistant                    
project manager Josh Platt supervising                             
sub contractor, McCallum Laboratories, boring test 

holes for structure foundations. 

Job No.:  11-20-00, E.R. Snell Contractor, Inc. @                     

Interchange Reconstruction & Bridge Widening on                         

I-285: foreman Wes Hanna installing PVC for a lighting 

walkway. 

Job No.:  10-17-00, Maryland Transportation                          
Authority @ Upgrade and Replace Signing-Northern 
Region: foreman Ed White along with crew                        
member John Deprospero hand trenching to install 
conduit for power and communication to an                  
overhead dynamic message sign.  
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6 Easy Ways to Prevent Heat Illness 

 

Heatstroke, the most severe type of heat illness, kills almost 250 Americans each year. However, with just a 
few simple and inexpensive precautions, this type of illness is easy to prevent at your facility. A recent BLR 
audio conference on heat illness uncovered 6 helpful tips you can implement immediately for protecting your 
workers from the heat this season. 

 

Recommend that your workers: 

 

1. Don't remove PPE. Workers must wear all required PPE even when working in hot conditions. However, 

be   sure to listen to your workers and offer breaks when needed. 

2. Practice pre-hydration. Before the activity starts, your workers should drink up to 16 ounces of fluid. After      

the activity begins, they should drink 8 ounces every 20 minutes during the activity. 

3. Drink the right stuff. Studies have shown that flavored water is more effective than plain water at providing    
hydration. This is simply because plain water is much better at quenching thirst and therefore people drink 
less of it. People will drink a larger volume of flavored water because they will continue to feel thirsty.              
Never drink alcoholic beverages when working in the heat. 

4. Become acclimated to the heat slowly. According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
(CDC), a heat acclimation schedule can be induced in 5 to 7 days of exposure. For workers who have had 
previous experience with the job, CDC recommends an exposure regimen of 50 percent on day 1, 60  
percent on day 2, 80 percent on day 3, and 100 percent on day 4. For new workers, CDC recommends 20 
percent exposure on day 1 and a 20 percent increase on each additional day. Remember that after                    
approximately 4 days of working in cool conditions, your workers' heat acclimation will decrease. 

5. Take off that hat during your break. The body loses a lot of heat out of the top of the head. If your workers 

are in hot shade, advise them against wearing a hat. If they are in direct sun and need shading,                            
recommend that they wear a visor.  

6. Wear the right fabric. Cotton is great at absorbing moisture from the skin while sweating, but it can create 
a problem if the fabric becomes soaked. If possible, recommend your workers wear a loose, thin, white, 
synthetic t-shirt while working in the heat. Synthetic material does not absorb sweat, but sends it off the 
skin to be quickly evaporated. Synthetic fabrics will keep your work-
ers cooler and safer from dangers of heat illness. 

 

 

 

Jim Brown                                               

Safety Director 

http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/pdfs/86-113d.pdf
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Do these guys ever stop?  Congratulations to the 

Top Bonus Earners again, Foreman Raul                      

Orellana (in left photo), Richard Henderson and 

Servelio Echeverria (in right photo) for beating 

production and delivering projects safely and on 

time. 

Job No.:  07-15-00, Corman/Kiewit a Joint Venture @ Telegraph Road 

Interchange: Ed Heck, Brent Mylott, Manuel Jacome, Erick Melendrez, Jose 

Pineda, and Santos Espinal installing an overhead sign on 95/ 495 inner 

loop before Telegraph Road. 


